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ON w-POINT EXPANSIONS OF ENTIRE FUNCTIONS R. C. BUCK1
In a recent paper [S], A. J. Maclntyre has studied the representation of entire functions of exponential type in certain w-point expansions associated with the names Lidstone, Whittaker, Gontcharoff, and Poritsky. In this note, I shall show that the kernel expansion method which I have previously used to discuss general expansion theorems is also applicable to the cases which he has studied.
The general class of expansion formulae that concern us arise from the problem of expressing a function / in terms of the values of a sequence of its derivatives, computed at a finite set of points. Let } L"} be a sequence of functionals defined on the class K of functions of exponential type by
This sequence is specified by the set of integers [ro, fi, • ■ • , rP-i} and the set of complex numbers {Bo, Bu ' ' ' . Bp-i } • The Lidstone set [10] arise from the choice p = 2, r0=ri=0, Bo = 0, /3i = l. The generalization introduced by Poritsky [7] corresponds to r3 = 0 for / = 0, 1, • • • , p -1 with arbitrary Bi-The Whittaker two-point set [10] arises when p = 2, r0=0, fi = l, j30 = l, /3i = 0, and the periodic Gontcharoff set corresponds to rj-j with arbitrary Bi [4] . To apply the method of kernel expansion in the present case, we seek an expansion of ezw in the form ezw= 22o pn(z)un(w) which is uniformly convergent (or summable) for w on T, and for all z in compact sets. Combining this with (2), we have f(z) = 22o L"(f)p"(z) with Ln(f) given by (3).
Since the central point of the present note is to discuss methods rather than detailed results, we treat the representative Lidstone case alone [l; 8; 9; 10; 11 ]. We therefore seek to write e'w in the form 22o pn(z)w2n+ 22o qn(z)w2new. It is easily seen that sinh (1 -z)w sinh zw (5) e"° = ---h^--sinh w sinh w
The function sinh zro/sinh w is regular for | w\ <x and is even in w so that it has the power series development 22o A"(z)w2n convergent for |w| <x, where An is a polynomial.
Using this, we have ezw = 22o A"(l -z)w2n+ 22o h-n(z)w2new, where both series converge for |w| <x. Proceeding as above (or in [2] or [8] ) we conclude that any function / of exponential type A <ir has the convergent expansion /0)=Zo An(l-z)/<2">(0)+Eo" A"(z)f<2">(i) which is the desired Lidstone series for/. As indicated in [2] or in [S], summability may also be discussed. From this Lidstone expansion, we see that if/ is of type less than x and if /(2n>(0) =fi2n)(l) =0 for n=0, 1, 2, • • • , then f(z)=0.
Schoenberg [9] using a theorem of Carmichael on difference equations [3] showed that the only functions of exponential type which obey the conditions /(2n)(0) =/(2n,(i) =0 are the functions sin xz, sin 2xz, • • • and their linear combinations.
By combining the discussion given above with a device used by W. T. Martin [6] these results may be obtained easily. We observe that the limitation and T may be taken as the circle \ w\ =p with A <p < (N+l)ir.
Corollary. If f is of exponential type A <(N+l)ir and /(2n)(0) =/(2»)(l) =o/or » = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ thenf(z) = 22i Cn sin (mrz).
It is clear that the same approach may be used to discuss the other cases treated by Maclntyre [5] as well as the more general case studied incompletely by Schmidli [8] and that it has many advantages over that used by the former.
